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littleton, co -- MARCh 04, 2013 -- DMG Financial LLC, a full-service financial planning
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organization with offices throughout the country, is pleased to announce that three of its
financial advisors have earned prestigious memberships in the Million Dollar round Table
(MDrT). Earning MDRT’s highest designation, Top of the Table, is DMG co-founder hal
Schwartz, who has earned this professional honor for eight consecutive years. Erik Garcia,
also a co-founder, and Jackie Bennett qualified for the Million Dollar round Table. MDRT is
an internationally renowned organization of top life insurance producers that bases
membership not only on high levels of sales but also on exemplary professional conduct.
“Achievement at these levels isn’t just about the volume of business we do,” explains
DMG Financial co-founder hal Schwartz, “It is also a testament to the quality of our business
practices and our commitment to responding to our clients’ needs. And it shows that we
practice what we preach to our agents. It’s proof that our system not only helps clients
achieve their goals. It helps our agents attain the professional success they seek.”
The Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT) is an international, independent association of
more than 31,500 members, or less than 1 percent, of the world's life insurance and financial
services professionals from 464 companies in more than 80 nations and territories. MDRT
members demonstrate exceptional professional knowledge, strict ethical conduct and
outstanding client service. MDRT membership is recognized internationally as the standard
of sales excellence in the life insurance and financial services business. The organization was
created in 1927, when top life insurance producers sought to create a forum dedicated to
fostering a high-standard, professional approach to life insurance sales and service.
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DMG Financial is a nationwide team of affiliated financial professionals who provide clients
with financial products and planning solutions to last a lifetime. Working together, the
advisors of DMG Financial offer the expertise in the most sought-after planning techniques
and products to address just about every consumer financial need. Visit us online at
www.dmgfinancialllc.com, or call us at 800-983-4448.

